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Abraham, Steven E.  [Marketing & Management]


…and Barry Friedman, Dana Markow. “Correlates of Teachers’ Perceptions on Support Received From Their Building Union Representatives.” WorkingUSA: The Journal of Labor and Society 12 (June 2009): 299-311.


Allen, Kara  [Counseling & Psychological Services]

…and Leigh Bacher. “Sensitivity of the Rate of Spontaneous Eye Blinking to Type of Stimuli in Young Infants.” Developmental Psychobiology 51.2 (2008): 186-197.

Altschuler, Bruce  [Political Science]


Bacher, Leigh  [Psychology]


Bendinskas, Kestas  [Chemistry]


Beyerbach, Barbara  [Curriculum & Instruction]


Card, Robert F.  [Philosophy]


Davis, R. Deborah [Curriculum & Instruction]

...and Barbara Beyerbach, Arcenia London, eds. How Do We Know They Know? New York: Peter Lang, 2009.


Delaney, Tim [Sociology]


Eichhorn, Kristen Campbell [Communication Studies]


Friedman, Barry A. [Marketing & Management]

...and Steven E. Abraham, Dana Markow. “Correlates of Teachers’ Perceptions on Support Received From Their Building Union Representatives.” WorkingUSA: The Journal of Labor and Society 12 (June 2009): 299-311.


Gilmour, Suzanne L. **[Educational Administration]**


Hallagan, Jean **[Curriculum & Instruction]**


Kane, Sharon **[Curriculum & Instruction]**


Knowles, Helen **[Political Science]**


Loe, Mary **[Library, Emerita]**

Foreword. *Box 66 Sumac Lane ; From This Good Ground ; The Way of the Sacred Tree ; Bright Valley of Love*. By Edna Hong. Northfield, Minnesota: Postscript, Inc., 2008. [i-viii].

London, Arcenia **[Curriculum & Instruction]**

...and R. Deborah Davis, Barbara Beyerbach, eds. *How Do We Know They Know?* New York: Peter Lang, 2009.

Loomis, Linda **[Communication Studies]**

Mandel, Rhonda  [Dean, College of Liberal Arts & Sciences]


McKeown, Joshua  [International Education]


Metzgar, Richard  [Art]


Nanthakumar, Ampalavanar  [Mathematics]


Nelson-Richards, Melsome  [Sociology]


Offen, Julia  [Anthropology]


Rosow, Stephen J.  [Public Justice]

Ryniker, Margaret R.  
[Public Justice] 

Schofield, Damian  
[Computer Science] 

<http://go.warwick.ac.uk/jilt/2009_1/scofield>


Sgroi, Celia A.  
[Public Justice] 


Shaffer, Barbara  
[Library] 


Skolnik, Richard  
[Dean, School of Business] 


Thibault, Edward A.  
[Public Justice, Emeritus] 

Turco, Lewis  

[English, Emeritus]


writing as Wesli Court:


Vadillo, Alicia E.  

[Modern Languages & Literature]


Vanouse, Donald  

[English]


Whittingham, Georgina  

[Modern Languages & Literature]

Yang, Harrison [Curriculum & Instruction]
